Adaptive systems based on field programmable gate array (FPGA) architectures can greatly benefit from the high degree of flexibility offered by dynamic partial reconfiguration (DPR). By using this technique, hardware tasks can be loaded and reloaded on demand depending on the system requirements. In this paper, we propose to use the DPR for dynamic and adaptive implementation of a video cut detection application based on the MPEG-7 color structure descriptor (CSD). In the proposed implementation, different scenarios have been tested. Depending on the application and the system requirements, the CSD module can be loaded at any time with variable module size (corresponding to different version of the CSD) and allocated in different possible reconfigurable regions. Such implementation entails many problems related to communication, relocation and reconfigurable region management. We will demonstrate how we have made this implementation successful through the use of an appropriate design method. This method was proposed to support the management of variable-size hardware tasks on DPR FPGAs based adaptive systems. It permits to efficiently handle the reconfigurable area and to relocate the reconfigurable modules in different possible regions. The implementation results for the considered application show an important optimization in terms of configuration time (until 66 %) and memory storage (until 87 %) and an efficient hardware resources utilization rate (until 90%).
Introduction
DPR technique offers the ability to modify the configuration (circuit structure) of an FPGA part, while the rest of the device continues working without interruption (Hong et al. 2014; Lysaght et al. 2006) . In DPR systems, the architecture is partitioned into static and partial reconfigurable regions (PRR). In order to enable an application to change the PRR structure, a set of configurations, known as partial reconfigurable modules (PRMs), is required. The latter will be substituted and placed in a predefined PRR on the FPGA.
FPGA-based DPR is greatly appropriate choice for systems needing a high degree of flexibility. This promising technique can be applied to deal with: lack of available resources, reduction of energy consumption, system adaptability and system reliability. The following situations can benefit from DPR:
• Available resources are smaller than system's resource requirement.
• Necessity of reducing system energy consumption.
• The application is composed of multiple independent and time exclusive tasks (can be implemented sequentially by sharing the same hardware resources).
• Some hardware resources are not always needed.
• System used for multiple application contexts • System supporting components upgrade (with improved or updated versions).
• System functions have to be changed depending on the application environment.
One of the key challenges in DPR FPGA based architectures design is the reconfiguration and the PRR management: relocation, communication, etc. In this paper, we propose a dynamic and adaptive implementation of a video analysis application, while fixing the problems related to communication, relocation and reconfigurable region management. We propose a dynamic implementation of a cut detection application based on the MPEG-7 CSD. Depending on the application and the system requirements, the CSD module can be loaded at any time with variable module size (corresponding to different quantization levels) and relocated in different possible reconfigurable regions. The use of the DPR technique with partial bitstream relocationpresents many benefits in our application such as: the possibility of relocating the bitstream generated for a specific PRR on different other ones, eliminating the need to multiple PRB for the same hardware task, reducing the amount of memory used to store partial bitstreams and allowing runtime bitstreams placement. However implementation of this technique entails many problems related to communication and area management (related to variable size modules). In fact, the same communication constraints must be maintained between DRRs for the different related PRMs. Also, for variable size modules occupying the same region, an appropriate management strategy is necessary to increase the area use and the configuration time efficiency. To address these problems, a method supporting variable-sized hardware tasks will be proposed and applied for the considered application.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 is dedicated to the application context description and the problem formulation. The DPR application scenario and the different problems involved will be also addressed in this section. In section 3, we will describe the considered application of video cut detection based on the CSD and the reconfigurable hardware modules design. The proposed method will be detailed in Section 4. Section 5 will be dedicated to describe the experimental results obtained during the CSD based cut detector approach.
Overview of the proposed application scenario and problem formulation
Modern multimedia systems are characterized by a rich set of services from which the user can easily make a choice to switch between the different given ones. It can also add new services or substitute the existing ones according to its preference. In this case, quality of Services (QoS) is of a big importance; it is used as a distinct factor between similar services (Aljazzaf, 2015) . To support such functionalities and the high requirements in terms of multi-processing capacity, portability and consumption, the use of adequate hardware systems with high level of adaptability becomes necessary. In this context, the DPR utilization can be a very interesting solution. An appropriate application of this technique permits to support complex scenarios of adaptive and dynamic multimedia treatments implementation.
The considered application scenario in this work is illustrated in Figure 1 . Given a set of multimedia treatments, an FPGA partitioned into dynamically reconfigurable regions, and relative to the choice made by the user, different modules treatments will be loaded into the FPGA. These modules can be allocated in different reconfigurable regions, depending on the system configuration at the moment of the new service selection. Also, adaptive version of different treatment modules can be loaded depending on the application environment and system requirements. These modules are given with different service qualities and physical sizes.
As an example of such complex reconfiguration management, we propose an adaptive and dynamic implementation of a video cut detection system based on the MPEG-7 CSDin this paper. As illustrated in Figure 1 , the CSD exists with different quantization levels, and it can be allocated in different reconfigurable regions with a variable module size. In fact, as demonstrated in Ben , the CSD can be implemented for different quantization levels as: 16, 32, 64, etc. It was demonstrated that the use of a low number of quantization levels can significantly reduce the algorithm complexity and the occupied hardware resources, while preserving a satisfactory level of accuracy in terms of cutdetection rate. This is useful, when the system is constrained by occupied hardware resources or consumption. In this case, a lower complexity version of the CSD can be loaded to respond to the system requirements.
Fig.1.Proposed application
Such complex implementation scenarios of the CSD evoke many problems that have to be handled. The latter can be summarized in the following points: -Relocation: In the Xilinx PR design flow, PRRs have to be designed and fixed before bitstreams generation. A set of PRMs will be assigned to each PRR in the implementation design flow. The same PRM can be assigned to different PRR. Thus, for each PRM different PRBs (PRB) will be generated for the different associated PRRs. In this case, multiple PRBs must be created for the same module. A large memory is then necessary to store the different required PRBs. An appropriate relocation technique can be used to deal with this problem. The solution here is to generate only one bitstream for the initial location of each PRM, and to adapt it for the different other locations.
Reconfigurable area management: In reconfigurable systems, the size of a reconfigurable region must be fixed at the beginning of the design flow. When variable-size hardware tasks are assigned to a given reconfigurable region, it must be sufficiently large to be able to take the biggest one. As a consequence, the biggest task will employ the whole available area of the reconfigurable region.However, tasks with smaller sizes may have a muchlower rate of area use, which leads to a non-optimized employment of the hardware resources.To deal with this problem, a size adaptation method of PRR to hardware tasks size will be applied for a better management of the PRR. As a solution, the reconfigurable region will be partitioned into a number of small regions, called partitions, as proposed in Marques et al. (2014) .The partitioning is done in a way to ensure a high occupation rate and a low reconfiguration time.
Communication: Allowing dynamic insertion and removal of PRMs for different locations entails a critical problem related to the communication between the different reconfigurable and static modules. To ensureefficient relocation for such reconfigurable tasks, the communication problem must be taken into account. The same communication primitives (partition pin and routing paths) must be maintained for all reconfigurable partitions in all reconfigurable regions corresponding to a given PRM.
Presentation of the implemented video cut detector system
In this section, we will describe the developed video cut detection system based on the MPEG-7 CSD. The principle of cut detection application using the CSD, and the developed hardware architectures will be presented. Synthesis results of these architectures will be given for different CSD application modes relative to the input frame data quantification levels.
3.1 Video cut detection based on the CSD Video cut detection techniques permit to detect an abrupt change in a video sequence (Cernekova & Pitas 2006); Krulikovská & Polec (2012) . These techniques are generally based on visual dissimilarity measurement between consecutive frames relative to a given low level feature (histogram, color distribution, texture, etc.) (Ben Abdelali et al. 2014; Yu & Srinath, 2001 ).The obtained measure should present a significant change in order to determine the existence of a CUT. In our application, the CSD was applied to measure the difference between consecutive frames.
The principle of cut detection based on the CSD is illustrated in Figure 2 . The CSD is extracted for each frame and a distance calculation is performed to measure the variation of color structure histogram between each two consecutive frames. A cut is detected, if the obtained distance exceeds a given threshold.
Fig. 2. Cut detection principle
The CSD permits to express the local color structure in an image (Manjunath et al., 2001; Vertan et al., 2011) . It aims to provide a more accurate description by identifying local color distribution. The CSD is identical to a color histogram in form, but it is different in terms of semantics. The color structure histogram is computed by visiting all image locations using an 8x8 structuring element, observing which colors are presented in it, and then updating color bins (Ben Abdelali & Mtibaa, 2005) . The incrimination of the bins is commanded by the presence of the corresponding colors; not by the count of each present color pixels. Therefore, in any given position of the structuring element, the increase can be either 0 or 1.The color structure histogram is represented by 1D array and it can be denoted by:
With h(i), i = 1,2, …,m, represents the value of the ith histogram bin, it gives the number of structuring elements in the image containing one or more pixels with color "Ci". "m" indicates the number of color bins, which is equal to the quantization levels number .
After the CSD extraction, the visual discontinuity between consecutive frames is calculated using the difference of color structure histograms. We employ the Manhattan distance (L1 distance) to define frame distance. We have two frames represented by two "m" dimensional vectors (hi(1) hi(2), . . . , hi(m)), (hi-1(1), hi-1(2), . . . , hi-1(m)), respectively. The Manhattan distance is defined as: (1) where hi: the color structure histogram of frame i, hi-1: the color structure histogram of frame i-1, m: the number of color quantization levels.
If the obtained distance exceeds a given threshold, a shot change will be reported and one of the first frames will be considered as the representative key frame of the current shot.
Hardware architecture of the cut detection system based on the CSD The hardware architecture of the cut detection system based on the CSD is illustrated in Figure 3 .This architecture is composed of two main parts: the CSD module and the "distance calculation" module. The latter permits to calculate the histogram distance between consecutive frames. Then, it compares the obtained distance to a given threshold. The CSD block output is the histogram bins, whose number depends on the number of quantization levels. When a frame is processed, the new CSD output vector will be stored in the register set 1 (dedicated to store the CSD of frame i), and the old one previously stored in the same register set will be transferred to register set 2 (dedicated to store the CSD of frame i -1). After that, the distance calculation module starts a new distance measurement between the current consecutive frames. One adder, one subtractor and one register are used to calculateand to store the result. In each time, a comparison is made between the obtained distance (d) and the given threshold (α). If d >α, a scene change is detected between frames 'i' and 'i-1' and the out signal 'Detect_EN' will be activated.
The color detection block allows the detection of the existent colors in the (8×8) structuring element. It is composed of n "color detector" blocks (n = number of colors). Each color detector is hierarchically applied line by line on the 8X8 window. We obtain 8 "line detector" blocks for each color detector. Each line detector is used to detect the existence of the color in the corresponding line. It has as an input, the 8 registers values of the corresponding line: Li-R1 to Li-R8; where Li-Rj {i=1,…, 8, j=1,…,8} represents the register storing the (i, j) point of the 8x8 window. Each register output will be compared to the desired color; if at least one pixel has this color, the block output will be activated. If at least one of the 8 line detector blocks output (of a given color) is at '1' logic, the color existence will be reported and the corresponding histogram bin will be incremented. The color detection block has n bits as output; each one indicates the presence of the corresponding color. These outputs are related to the histogram update block inputs.
The histogram update block is composed of n counters (n = number of colors). Each counter will be incremented, if its input is at '1' logic. The counter width depends on the number of possible structuring element positions (NP) for the considered image size. The number of positions (NP) is given by: (2) where "height", "width", and "sw" represent respectively the image height, the image width and the structuring element width. In our case sw=8, height =640, width = 480 and NP = 299409. The counters width (Cn) is calculated such that:
(3)
Fig. 3. System description
The cut detection system was synthesized for an XC5VSX50T FPGA using Xilinx ISE tool. The proposed architecture was implemented for different number of quantization levels (8, 16, and 32).The detailed synthesis results in terms of number of occupied slices, LUTs, registers, RAM Blocks and maximal frequency depending on the number of quantization levels (n) are given in Table 1 . The obtained results show that the use of a lower quantization levels number has a significant effect on the hardware resources occupation. The number of occupied slices varies from 1445 for 32 quantization levels to 499 for 8 quantization levels. 
The proposed method for variable size hardware tasks relocation
In this paragraph we will discuss the proposed method to handle the issues defined in section 2. This method is based on PRB relocation techniques with a main focus on communication and area management. Our objective is to generate only one bitstream for each CSD version independently of the different locations that will be occupied by it. The generated bitstream can be manipulated in the reconfiguration phase to be adapted to the target location. In the implementation phase, the communication between different static and reconfigurable regions and the hardware resources distribution must be rigorously taken into consideration ). An efficient management of the reconfigurable areas is also an important objective of the proposed method. The aim here is to ensure an efficient area occupation permitting to minimize the reconfiguration time relative to the reconfigurable modules sizes.
4.1 State of the art and principle of the proposed method.
The PRB relocation (PBR) technique consists in manipulating a bitstream in order to adapt it to different locations than the one for which it was generated (Flynn et al., 2009; Sudarsanam et al., 2010) . A bitstream is generated only for the initial location of each module, and the relocation technique will be used to change the physical bitstream location on the FPGA. This technique permits to eliminate the need for multiple PRBs for the same task and to reduce the amount of memory used to store them. However many considerations must be taken into account in the design phase. The use of homogenous reconfigurable regions (identical hardware resources in number and disposal) presents, for example, a main constraint to be taken into consideration to successfully make the relocation phase (Becker et al., 2007) .
Although, several works have been carried out in the bitstream relocation subject, different important aspects were ignored or not properly taken into consideration. In papers Corbetta et al. (2009 ), Horta et al. (2001 , Kalte et al. (2005) , Sudarsanam et al. (2010) and Touiza et al.(2013) , various methods and tools were developed to support PBR. However, the works presented in these papers focused mainly on the location information extraction and bitstream manipulation aspect, without details about the implementation phase. In Drahonovsky et al.(2013) and Ichinomiya et al. (2012) , the authors propose design flows, which are based on the proxy logic position and routing constraints modification. These flows require the creation of reconfigurable regions with identical partition pins position for the various locations of the PRM in the FPGA device. In all these papers, the size of each reconfigurable region is fixed during the design phase, relative to the biggest PRM, which leads to an inefficient area occupation, when dealing with variable sized IP cores.
In our relocation method, all these aspects will be taken into consideration in the same design flow: hardware resources distribution, communication resources organization and area management for variable sized hardware modules. For area management we will adopt the method proposed in Marques et al. (2014) , which will be combined with the other implementation steps withthe aim to assure an efficient hardware resources occupation and reconfiguration time.
As shown in Figure 4 , in a classic relocation method (Figure 4 b) , the whole PRR is reserved either if the module size is lower than its area, which leads to a high rate of wasted FPGA area. Also, for this method, the reconfiguration time is the same for all modules independently of their size. In our approach (Figure 4. c) , a better adaptation of PRR is proposed. Here, the main idea consists on virtually partitioning the PRR in a set of partitions adapted to the corresponding PRMs sizes. Different possible locations will be also defined for each PRM in the PRR. A design will be generated for each possible location of the different modules. For example, the PRMs assigned to the PRR1 are M1, M2 and M3 (Figure 4 a) . This region is partitioned into three partitions (M3-M3-PRP1, M3-PRP2 and M3-PRP3) for M3, two partitions for M2 and only one partition for M1, which represents the biggest module. By applying this method, an important gain in terms of reconfiguration time will be obtained, since we will reconfigure only the partition corresponding to the current PRM and not the whole PRR. Also more intelligent reconfiguration management can be applied with this PRR partitioning. For example, when we use M3-PRP1 or M3-PRP2 for M3, the M2 module can be preloaded in the remaining area with reconfiguration time masking, and this permit to obtain more efficiency in terms of reconfiguration time. In Table 2 , a comparison with existing design flows is presented. The most important features of the following methods are listed: Xilinx DPR design flow (Xilinx, 2012b) ; RapidSmith 2 (Haroldsen et al., 2015) ; OpenPR (Sohanghpurwala et al., 2011) ; RecoBus-builder (Koch et al. 2008) ; GoAhead (Beckhoff el al., 2012) and CoPR (Vipin & Fahmy, 2015) . The last column of Table 2 gives features of the proposed method. As we utilize the latest Xilinx tools, the Partition Pin is employed as the communication interface between reconfigurable and static regions. The proposed method mainly offers the possibility of partitioning a PRR into several partitions.
This feature, which is not supported by the other design flows, allows adaptation of the PRR size to the hardware IP core and a better management of PRRs. The main drawback of the classic implementation methods is the high inefficiency in terms of resources utilization. In this case, unused hardware resources of PRR are wasted and cannot be used for other hardware IP cores.
As another important feature, in our design flow, we address the physical level aspect of the relocation technique, which is not supported by the classic Xilinx design flow and partially addressed by some other ones. its requirements in terms of hardware resources and by taking into consideration the physical structure of the used FPGA. This device is organized in frames, which are the smallest reconfigurable units. Three types of frames can be distinguished relative to the FPGA resources type: CLB frames, BRAM frames, and DSP frames. For maximum efficiency, the partitions relative to a given PRM should be chosen in the manner to maximize the rate of area utilization in terms of frames . is calculated as follows: (4) where Wi is the frames number of type i required to implement a given module and Ni is the frames number of type i relative to the reserved partitions to allocate a given module.
Step 2: Create initial design:
In the initial design, each PRM is assigned to an initial location (partition) and the rest partitions are leftas blank. A design will be generated for each module with its different possible locations and only a bitstream will
Steps of the proposed method
The FPGA architecture is divided into two parts: static and dynamic. The static part contains hardware tasks that will not be modified during the application execution and the dynamic part contains the PRMs. The PRBs relative to the latter are generated only for the initial location of each PRM and then manipulated by modifying the fame address register (FAR) to relocate the hardware modules from a given location to others on the FPGA. To successfully perform this technique, the following constraints have to be taken into consideration in the implementation phase: compatibility of the reconfigurable partitions, same location and characteristics (BEL and LOC) of the partitions pins for all reconfigurable partitions and same routing paths between all partitions.
Given an FPGA with a number of dynamic PRRs and a set of modules to be allocated in these regions, the proposed method will be applied throughout the following steps:
Step 1: Partitioning of PRR:
In this step a partitioning of the PRRs and the different possible locations of each PRM are defined. Also the conformity of the PRR I/O ports is checked. The partitioning is performed for each module relative to be created for the first location. To be able to relocate the generated PRB from one partition to another, the resources in both partitions must be similar in terms of both resources type and position in the PRR.
Step 3: Extracting information related to partition pins:
Partition pins are used to ensure communication between the static and reconfigurable parts. Partition pins employed one look-up table (LUT) per bit defined in the reconfigurable partition side (Xilinx, 2012b) . Partition pins placement in the PRR and the routing path of the related signals in the static part are automatically generated. While the partition pins positions are easy to identify, it is hard to extract the routing paths. In fact, the placement and routing of partition pins differ from a PRP to another and from a design to another. However, routing paths must be imposed in the UCF file withthe aim to keep the same crossing wires routing for all PRPs.
In order to deal with this problem, we propose to transform proxy logic into an equivalent bus macro, by creating a new PRR in front of the partition or by defining the whole static part as reconfigurable. Thus, an automatic insertion of LUT based pins in this region (static) can be made to build a macro bus as shown in Figure 5 . In our design, the static part is defined as a PRR, to be able to create the new partition pins for the macro bus.
The placement of proxy logic (partition pin) is characterized by PIN and LOC (XY coordinate) constraints (Sudarsanam et al., 2010) . The location and the type of basic element logic (BEL) for each partition pin in the device, corresponding to the initial design, are extracted. The UCF file is used to lock the placement of the communication interfaces for the other PRRs.
Fig. 5. Proxy logic placement
Step 4: Modifying the partition pins: This step consists of modifying the LOC and BEL of the partition pins. The same parameters of proxy logic (BEL and LOC) must be applied for the different partitions allocating the same PRM. The previously extracted parameters for the initial design are applied for the new reconfigurable partitions.
The location of partition pins (X and Y coordinates) in the new partition must be modified, such that the pins take the same location in the reconfigurable partition as shown in Figure 6 . a. These modifications are introduced as constraints in the UCF file and a new run of the design implementation is performed. Step 5: Extracting and modifying the crossing wires routing: After the second design implementation run with the partition pins modification in the previous step, all pins on the different reconfigurable partitions are placed in their right place. In this phase, it is necessary to extract the crossing wires routing between each two partition pins (macro bus between the partition pins of the reconfigurable partition and the added proxy logic in the static part). The same routing paths will be applied for all partitions in order to preserve them and to avoid their inclusion with any routing path of the static part. To apply the extracted routing for the different reconfigurable partitions, it is necessary to copy the crossing wires routing for all reconfigurable partitions and just change the address by the appropriate source address. The absolute address of signal source is between "! -1" and "S! 0" as shown in Figure 6 .b. In the same way as for partition pins, the routing paths are also introduced as constraints in the UCF file.
Step 6: Generating PRBs:A new design is created with the UCF file containing partition pins information (LOC and BEL) and the crossing wires routing. A design is created for each partitioning defined in step 1. This is done using the same UCF file, which permits to preserve the partition pins placement and the routing paths as for the initial design. Bitstreams for all PRMs are generated for the initial locations (partitions).
Step 7: Modifying bitstreams (relocation):This phase consists of manipulating the generated bitstreams in the aim to modify the corresponding PRMs location. Identification of the PRB content is necessary to perform this step. In this context, the configuration data is arranged into a set of frames (Xilinx, 2012a) ,which represent the smallest addressable element in the FPGA configuration memory. For the Virtex-5 FPGA family, used in this work, the configuration frames consist of forty one 32-bit words. A PRB is composed of the following elements: header, commands and configuration data. The header is an opening sequence containing dummy and synchronization words. The commands permit to configure the configuration registers to read or write mode. The configuration data in which we are interested for the bitstreams relocation, are those concerning the FAR and the cyclic redundancy check (CRC) register. The frame address register holds the current frame address and the CRC register provides the data input integrity.
The 32-bits of the FAR are divided into five parts: block type (3 bits), top/bottom (1 bit), row address (5 bits), major column (8 bits), and minor address (7 bits). The Virtex-5 FPGA are divided vertically into two top and bottom parts, where the frames in the top half represent a symmetric images of the frames in the bottom half. Block type: specify the type of resources used in the FPGA like CLB, DSP and BRAM. The FPGA is also divided vertically according to the horizontal clock regions (HCLK). For the top half, the HCLK, regions are numbered from 0 in the middle of the FPGA and the address is upwardly incremented. The bottom part has the same addressing mode, starting with 0 in the middle and downwardly incremented. Each block type has its own column address (or major address), which starts from 0 in the left side. Each column of a block type is composed of a set of frames, which are identified using the minor address. This address varies with the block type (Xilinx, 2012a) : for a given column there are 36 minor frames for CLBs, 26 for DSPs, 30 for BRAM, 54 for IOBs, and 4 for GCLK. In the bitstream modification step, the FARs corresponding to initial design are identified and then changed in order to be adapted for each new location (partition). Figure 7 illustrates an example of the FAR modification.
Fig. 7. FAR Modification example

Implementation and experimental results
The proposed relocation method was applied for the video cut detection application, which was implemented using the XUP-ML506 board with a Virtex-5 FPGA device. In our design, we have initially defined 3 PRRs and the rest of the device (the static part) was also defined as reconfigurable, but with only one configuration. Each PRR is partitioned into a number of PRPs to allow the implementation of the PR modules (cut detectors based on CSD with different quantization levels) in more than one possible location. Figure 8 shows the different PRRs and the defined partitions relatively to each module. The hardware module of cut detection based on the CSD with 32 quantization levels(CSD_32) can be placed in two locations, the one based on the CSD with 16 quantization levels (CSD_16) can be located in 5 different locations and the one based on the CSD with 8 quantization levels (CSD_8)can be located in 8 different reconfigurable partitions. Table 3 gives the number and size of the generated bitstreams for different quantization levels (8, 16 and 32) for the design with and without relocation. By applying the design technique based on the classic Xilinx design flow, generating multiple bitstreams for the same PRMis needed: 8 bitstreams for the cut detection module based on the CSD_8, 5 bitstreams for the CSD_16 and 2 bitstreams for the CSD_32. By using the relocation technique, only one bitstream is generated for the initial location of each PRM. The obtained results show that the size of the memory used to store PRBs decreases up to 87.5%, 80% and 50% respectively for the CSD-8, CSD-16 and CSD-32 versions of the CSD. A main advantage of our method is the adaptation of the PRR to the hardware tasks size. This is based on dividing the PRR into partitions as previously explained. Figure 9 shows the two implementation modes of the multi-quantization levels cut detector for a given PRR: with and without adaptation. The first implementation of the CSD architectures is based on the classic design methods, which do not allow adaptation of the hardware IP cores size to the size of reconfigurable regions (Table   5 without adaptation).In this case, the whole PRR is reserved to implement the three (for region1, 2) or the two (for region 3) versions of CSD based cut detector. This implementation mode leads to inefficient resources utilization.Unused hardware resources of reconfigurable region are wasted and cannot be used for other hardware IP cores implementation.
The second implementation is based on the proposed design method, which allows the adaptation of reconfigurable region to the hardware IP cores size (Table  5 with adaptation). In this implementation mode, the PRRs are partitioned into different partitions adapted to the CSD versions size. The three considered PRRs (PRR1, PRR2, and PRR3) of Figure 9 and their partitioning are defined as follows: -PRR1 and PRR2 have the same size : 33 frames (27 CLB frames + 6 BRAM Frames) In a Virtex-5 FPGA, a CLB frame is equivalent to 160 LUTs and 40 slices, a BRAM frame consists of 4 BRAM36 memory blocks and a DSP frame is composed of 8 DSP48E blocks arranged vertically. Table 4 provides information on the equivalent number of frames required to implement the different CSD IP versions on a virtex-5 FPGA.
-PRR3 size = 22 Frames (18 CLB frames + 4 BRAM Frames) -PRR1 an PRR2 are partitioned into three equal partitions -PRR3 is partitioned into two equal partitions Fig. 9 . Relocation of PRBs with adaptation Table 5 gives the hardware resources utilization rates relative to each reconfigurable resource type (Rai, i = CLB or DSP or BRAM) and the global utilization rate (RaT) for the different PRRs (12/ and 3). These rates are calculated for each CSD version. TheRaTvalue also gives information about the wastage rate (Wa), which represents the rate of unused area. The applied metrics (utilization and wastage rates) are defined as follows: (5) (6) (7) where Areq is the required area, Ares is the reserved area, Wi is the frames number of type i required to implement a given module and Ni is the frames number of type i relative to the reserved partition.
As shown in Table5, the efficiency of the partitions hardware resources can attain a high utilization rates compared to those obtained for the implementation without adaptation. For example, 90 %, 77%, and 84 % rates are obtained for region 1. Another benefit of our method is the reconfiguration time optimization. As shown in Table6, an important gain in terms of reconfiguration time is obtained, when the PRR adaptation is applied. In fact, the total reconfiguration time depends on the size of bitsreams, which itself depends on the PRR size. Without adaptation, the reconfiguration time is the same for the different CSD versions (CSD_8, CSD_16 and CSD_32), because the same reconfigurable area is used to implement the three corresponding hardware modules. However, for the implementation with area adaptation, each module has its own reconfiguration time, which depends on the area of the partition occupied by this module. The obtained results show that the reconfiguration time for the smallest hardware task (cut detection based on the CSD_8) is divided by three, whereas the one corresponding to the cut detection module based on the CSD_16 presents a decrease of 33%. The configuration times, shown in Table 6 , are calculated using the Equation8. For an operating frequency of 100 MHz of the configuration access port (ICAP) and a data bus width of 32 bits, a maximum through put of 400KB/ms is reached.
(8)
Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed, dynamic implementation of a video cut detection system based on the MPEG-7 CSD. The proposed design was implemented for 32, 16 and 8 quantization levels. The obtained modules can be loaded depending on the application requirements and located in different possible PRRs using the partial dynamic reconfiguration technique. Our objective was also to generate only one bitstream for each PRM and to use the relocation technique to adapt them to the desired location. The effectiveness of the relocation method, the ability to support variable seize modules, the area occupation efficiency and the reconfiguration time minimization were the key points to be taken into consideration.
A new method for PRB relocation supporting the relocation of variable size hardware tasks was proposed. It allows relocating multiple modules with different resources occupation into different PRRs, while minimizing the wasted hardware resources area. The proposed relocation procedure takes into account the communication between the different PRRs by fixing the partitions pins and the crossing wires routing for all PRRs. The method is also based on partitioning the RRs in a set of partitions adapted to the hardware modules size for an efficient management of the reconfigurable area and the reconfiguration time. In summary, the proposed relocation technique offers many profits that can be very beneficial for our application or any other one: possibility of executing the module generated for a specific PRR on different possible locations, reducing the number of PRBs stored in memory for the same task, increasing the area occupation efficiency and reducing reconfiguration time.
All the issues handled in this work, have been experimentally validated throughout the proposed application (video CUT detection based on the CSD). A Virtex 5 FPGA was used for the system implementation. Only one bitstream was generated for the three versions of the developed module (for 32, 16 and 8 quantization levels). These bitstreams can be modified in the reconfiguration phase to be adapted to a new location and successfully loaded to the FPGA, without any communication (partitions pins and routing paths) problem. The experimental results show decrease of the amount of memory used to store PRBs, the significant gain in terms of hardware resources utilization efficiency and reconfiguration time reduction compared to standard Xilinx DPR design flow. 
